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SUhLiURY - This paper focuses on changes to the air tightness of houses in the first year after construction. Monthly blower
door results for 7 houses are presented and the seasonal and longer termeffects comparedwithequimlent measurements havariety
of overseas climates. The picrure that emerges is ofsmall airtightness changes instable coastal climates and larger seasonal nvings
where the summer to winter temperature differences are more estreme. There are some exceptioil~in the Sew Zzaland data,
however, that could be attributed to water leaks in the roofs of nvo houses..
1. .URINFILTEUTIOX .LXD HOUSE VEXTILATIOX

if they exicist, or used in comparisons of buildings of diifcrent
types, age or location around the world.

The ainightness of housing has been studied k c a u s e
background air leakage can contribute to ventilation, and
hence to building energy eEciency and indooreair quality.
There have been considerable changes in building materials
and construction methods over the years, and the background
ventilation provided by air infiltration has been shown by
Bassen (1992) to have generally declined. This has provided
the motivation to d e s i and
~ build ventilation systems that
more acauately cater for energy efficiency and indoor air
quality.

-

There arc no taro,ets for house sirrightness in NZ building
cedes, and yet when mindows are kept closed for security or
sound isolationreasons, air infiltrarion willbe thesole provider
of ventilation. Indoor air quality codes; for example NZS
4202:1990 Ventilation for acceptable indoor air quality, call
for a basic level of venulauon of around 0.5 a c h (air changes
e d this should be an a q x t of
per hour) and it can be a r ~ ~ that
house performance; l k e watherri~htnessand structural
integity, rather than an aspect of house management. Then,
indoor air quality needs would not depend on user controlled
venulation. Variation in thz airri%htness of houses with age
p
,
becomes an important part of studies
and building t
leadinz- to an adequate base level of ventilation that is
indegendent of the occupier. This paper focuses on changes in
building aini,ahtness follo~~~ng.consmction.
1.1 House airtizhtness measurements

The air leakage characterisucs of houses can be measured with
a blower door as illustraced in Fi,we 1. This device lowers the
iiidaor air pressure sliohtlv,
- - with a fan zxuactin,o a m e s u e d
air flow fram the buildmg. Thz ainizhmess result that is most
often quoted is the air leakage rate at an international standard
pressure of 50 Pa eqressed as volume air changes per hour
x!h. Typicdly these air ledage rates are around 20 times the
l a l a z e rare driven by normal wind and stack pressures, and
therefore not directly indicative of natural infiltration. Ehther,
they are a property of the building alone, that can be referenced
tobuilding code requirements for house airleakage performance

Figure 1 Blower door for m d n , a buildin,o airtightness
The airtightness of mid 1980's houses in three main urban
areas; Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch has been
urnpled by S y n e r g (1956) andBusett (1985). No si,&cant
resional dfirences in house a i n i ~ t n e s were
s
found, so the
dau was combined to $ye the na~ionalavenge data s n o m in
Fisure7-. For houses builtafrer 19SO,93%had50 Paairchanse
rates behveen 5-16 acfh. At the time, tlus indiated houses
were more airtizht than expecredl and ternpered ar,wencs ia
favour of makin: houses more airright ;o save energy.
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of three other houses one y w after construction. In the USA,
Persily (1982) measured a 22% seasonal swing in the BRAT
test house with higher leakage in the winter. Alsa in the USA,
H a q e et al(1983) found minimal changes in two test homes
in Maryland in a series of year round airtightness tests. More
recently, Dickinson and Feustel (1986) looked for seasonal
airtightnessvariations in threesets ofhouses in widely differing
US climates. They found the largest seasonal swings (12% to
34%) in Truckee, CA, in the Sierra Nevada mountains. Unlike
the Canadian study of f i m and Shaw (1984) they found the
lowest leakagerates coincidedwith winter. Inthe San Francisco
Bay area where seasonal differences are less madted, the
airtightness of three houses remained constant within
e.qxrimental error. The data discussed above does not clearly
indicate if the airtightness of New Zealand houses should
change seasonally or in the longer term.

Houses built afier 1980

2.1 Relative Humidities in New Zealand

Houses construc:ed
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Figure 2 Airtighhess ofNew Zealand houses meawed at 50 Pa
Only a small group of six pre-1960 houses haveben airtightness
tested in NZ. While this is too small a number to properly
define the characteristics of houses this age, the data in Figure
2 shows that houses with strip interior lining (match lining
wall panelling, and tongue and groove flooring) are likely to
be less airtight than more recent houses lined with sheet
materials (particle board flooring and paper sheathed plaster
board walls and ceilings). Detailed studies by Bassett (1987)
have shown that the interior lining has more control over
building airtightness than external claddings, so it is not
surprising that building materials that reduce the number of
joints internally, lead to more airtight construction.
2.0

Since most NZ houses are located in low lying coastal regions
where the atmospheric relative humidity remains relatively
constan4 this might suggest small seasonalairtightnerschanga.
Figure 3 gives the relative humidity for three centres of
population; Auckland in the north of the country, Lower Hun
in the central region where the test houses of this study were
located, and Invercargill in the south. The data was provided
by theNZMeteorological Service(1985).hked at inisolation
of other effects, these relative humidity changes would drive
small timber moisture content changes within the range of 1520%.
Relative Humidity Y.

AIRTIGHTNESS CEANGES AFTER
CONSTRUCTION

There are several ways in which the airtightness of timber
framed buildings might be eqxcted to change soon after
completion.Asconstruction moisturedriesoutand foundations
settle, the building may become steadily less airtight.
Superimposed on this, may be a cyclic change caused by
seasonal fluctuations in the moisture content of the materials.
Several smdes have measured airtightness changes in houses
and shown that there are considerable differences between
locations and house types. Kim and Shaw (1984) found a 20%
seasonal nving in the air leakage rate at 50 Pa of two Canadian
houses. They found higher air leakaze in the wintinter when
indoor and outdoor atmospheric moisture concentrations were
at their lowest. In Swedeq Elmroth and L o g d k g (1980)
measured a 70% increase in the air leakage rate at 50 Pa offive
houses during the first year they were occupied. In another
Swedish study, Carlsson and Kronvall (1984) found no
significantchangeinffi~ntimberframed houses, re-mexured
1 to 4 y a r s after construction. In the UK, Warren and Webb
(1980) found evidence of a 10% increase in air I d a g e in one
houseduingthewinter, andan Sj%increase intheainightness
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Monthly mean outdoor relative humidties in
three locations

Relative humidities 0
in the living space and construction
cavities of houses are usually very different to that of the
outdoor air. Ground-water evaporation and heat retention in
the soil will have aconuollingeffect on theRHof the subfloor
air. In the roof space, high summer temperatures can reduce
framing timber moisture contents with consequential RH
changes. These effects have been modelled by Cunningham
(1981)and supportedwith fieldevidence by Trethowen (198Sa
and 198Sb. The RH in the livins space has also kn shown
by Trethowen (1976) to be havily influenced by moisture

released indoors and to be b a e r e d against outdoor wings in
RH by moisture in the framing and linings. Because the plane
of highest leakage resistance in NZ houses has been shown by
Bassett (1987) to be located at the interior lining, it is not
unreasonable to expect that indoor RH will have more influence
on airtightness than the outdoor RH. The common lining
materials inNew Zealand houses aregypsum plasterboard and
particle b a r d and these are known to beat least as dimensionally
stable as Pinus radiata framing timber in the longitudinal
direction. In all, there are effects that might result in seasonal
building airtightness swings and others that might indicate
stability. Because it is not possible to estimate the effect that
moisture content changes will have on house airtightness, an
experimental approach has been taken.
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EXPERI;MENTfi DESIGN FOR MEASORING
HOUSE AIRTIGHTNESS VARIATION
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House

2

I

Detached single

Duplex

Duplex

72 73 69 71 72
294 198 180 194 194
252 242 233 238 235
wather boards
Paper coated gypsum plaster board
Prelaid high density particleboard
Timber h m e d

floor area m2
94
94
Volume m3
225 225
Exterior wall m2 290 290
Interior walls
Windows
4.0

RESULTS .LW DISCUSSION

4.1 Airtightness of Test Houses
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A programme of monthly visits was organised to eachof m e n
occupied houses to m e ~ s u r ethe size of airtightness changes
over the first year after construction. The moisture contents of
the top and bottom plates were also estimated by recording the
weights of samples of framing timber kept in the roof and
subfloor spaces. The samples were each about 500 mm long
with sealed end grain, and held in direct contact with t6e top
and bottom plate so the moisture transfer time constant would
besimilar to that of the framing. Two samples were maintained
at each location and they were all oven dried at the end of the
n w e y to give per cent by dry weight data. Houses were always
inspected prior to airtightness testing to see if the occupants
had added draught strips since the last visit. This problem was
minimised by volunteering to supply and apply draught seals
free of charge. In this way, the effect of any change could be
determined with back to back airtightness measurements.
3.1 Test Houses

I
8

Table X Description of Test Houses

The seven houses used in this airtightness survey were all
completed early in 1955 as rental accommodation for the
Housing Corporation of New Zealand. All were lizht timber
framed, on suspended floors and with roll formed galvanised
steel roofs. Houses 3 , 4 and 5 were completely detached and
built to very similar plans by the same building contractor. The
other four houses (1,2 and 6,7) were made up of two duplex
units. The roofs of all houses were pitched except houses 3 , 4
and 5 which hadcathedral ceilings in the living area. Skylights
in the cathedral part of houses 4 and 5 were found to leak in
heavy rain and were roofed over, together with the skylight in
house 3, midway through the survey. The building dimensions
and predominant materials are listed in Table 1.

Early airtightness tests showed the seven houses to be divided
into a very airtight group of two, with the remaining five
slightly less airtight than the average for recent construction.
With two exceptions, the houses maintained the same level of
airtightness over the year with no obvious seasonal change.
After a full year, the most pronounced change was 9% of the
first measurement made soon after construction. At the end of
the year the mean leakage rate at 50 Pa had decreased 2%.
Figures 4 and 5 give the trends in house airtightness over the

Year.
Two houses (4 and 5 ) became more airtight over theninter but
after a full year there was no residual change. They were in fact
the two houses with rain water leaks around skylights in the
cathedral ceiling. Rain water leaks were absent in House 3 in
the same group and because the airtightness of house 3
remained constant over the year, rain leaks have to be
considered a possible cause for the air tightness wings in
houses 4 and 5.
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Airtightness variation of houses 2, 3, 5 and 7
during the first year after construction

Table 2

Constants relating to timber moisture contents
with 95% confidence interval estimates

Roof space
Subfloor

Mean
13.7 2 0.2
17.4 + 0.2

Amplitude
2.6 2 0.4
0.8 5 0.4

Roof-space and mbfloor sample moisturecontentsvariedlittle
behveen houses, indicating that the seasonal airtightness
swings in houses 1 and 5 could not be attributed to moisture
content changes at the perimeter of the subflkr or pitched roof
sections.
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This study of the air tightness characteristics of new houses
during their first y w of occupancy found the following:
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Airtightness variation of houses 1, 4 and 6
during the first y w after construction

1. Repeated blower door tests on seven new houses found no
significant residual change in airtightness after one year.

An analysis of timber sample moisture contents shows a

2. There were no ~ i , ~ c a nseasonal
t
airtig$tness swings in
five houses. Two houses did show a seasonal trend to
increased air tightness in the winter. This has been
tentatively attributed to roof water leaks.

sigruficant seasonal swing in the roof space and a less evident
siving in the subfloor space. Figure 6 shows the average
moisture contents in these two locations averaged over all
seven houses.

3. The moisture contents of the top and bottom plates of all
seven houses changed seasonally by 2%-3% but with no
effect on measurable house airtightness.

Framing moisture contents

4.2
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